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Preface
The ‘Dusty Boots Program’ was established in 2007, by Robert and Jenny Stubbs, to take young people
from the city into the outback to do some work for God and to get a small taste of living in the country (in
other words to get their boots dusty!).
It originated from conversations with Don Wilson back on the Four Wheel Drive trip, organised by his son,
Matthew in October 2006. They could see the need for young people to come out and experience some
rural life, not as a holiday but as a way to help the rural churches and their communities. It was when
Ailsa, a member of the church at Menindee, said that they get help from the churches and from the
government, but they would like to see and talk to people. So after discussions with Brian Roberts and
Michael Stuart at BCA Head Office and with Ron and Crystal Spindler at Broken Hill, Robert and Jenny
came on board as Co-Workers to establish the program.
July 2008 saw the first “Dusty Boots” service trip by Penrith Anglican College going to Tibooburra in NSW
In 2011 Beth Hazell became the NSW Co-ordinator of the Dusty Boots Program to take on all the Eastern
State enquiries and undertake deputations, as Robert and Jenny moved to full time parish ministry in
Dongara in Diocese of North West Australia. They continued to promote the Program to schools in WA
plus oversee any of the BCA administrative work.
The Program now in its seventh year has seen 10 groups go to 11 locations with at least half of these
groups going to the same location each year or two to support their chosen rural community.
Locations since the establishment of the Program have included: Broken Hill (NSW), Broome (WA),
Dongara /Mingenew (WA), Gilgandra (NSW), Menindee (NSW), Mogo (NSW), Lockhart (NSW),
Strathfieldsaye (Vic.), Sunraysia South (Vic.), Tibooburra (NSW) and Wickham (WA).
Schools and Groups have included: Brindabella Christian College (ACT), Broughton Anglican College
(NSW), Glenmore Park Anglican Church (NSW), Inaburra School (NSW), King’s College (Vic.), Lakes
Christian College (NSW), Penrith Anglican College (NSW), St. Andrews Cathedral School (NSW), St.
Pauls Grammar School (NSW) and Shellharbour Anglican College (NSW).
The book has now been published after discussions with Mark Short as it has become increasingly
difficult for the Co-ordinators of the Program to be everything to all schools and their individual
requirements. The Dusty Boots Program is now an established and proven way for schools and youth
groups to go on a short term service mission in rural Australia. It was originally designed to support BCA
Field Staff but now has gone further afield to support other Christian workers in rural Australia (such as to
Broome WA in September-October 2013 trip by St Andrews Cathedral School from Sydney).
Robert and Jenny Stubbs and Beth Hazell are happy to talk with interested schools and groups but are
no longer able to give direct organisation, links or coordination to the rural locations. They are happy to
do deputations on behalf of BCA.
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Foreword

The Old Testament book of Isaiah tells us “How beautiful on the mountains are the feet of those who
bring good news, who proclaim peace, who bring good tidings, who proclaim salvation..” (Is. 52:7)
Those feet are just as beautiful when they wear dusty work boots, and just as welcome when they walk
on outback plains.
The Bush Church Aid Society’s Dusty Boots program has given hundreds of young Australians the
opportunities to bring the blessing of friendship and service to remote and rural communities.
Those young people have in turn been blessed by having their vision of life and Australia and God
expanded.
In this guide the ‘brains trust’ behind this program gives you all that you will need to plan short-term
mission trips that will help young people bridge the distance between their world and the world of the
bush. Read and be informed – and inspired!
Since 1919 BCA has been sending people to reach Australia for Christ through words of truth and deeds
and service. This guide is part of that wonderful tradition. I am delighted to commend its authors, and its
vision.

Revd. Dr. Mark Short
National Director
The Bush Church Aid Society of Australia
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Chapter 1
FRAMEWORK

The framework of the ‘Dusty Boots Program’ is based on the Bible verses: “How beautiful are the feet of
those who bring good news!” (Rom.10:15) and “Offer your bodies as living sacrifices…if it is service, let
him serve” (Rom.12: 1, 7).
It is designed to be a time to serve others, to take on responsibility for oneself and for others, and to wear
sensible and task related clothing. We recommend rather than spending time and money on mission teeshirts, participants go to op shops or similar, rather than wear expensive city clothes and then teams are
able to use more of their funds to support the rural community they are visiting.
It is about working with the local people, their needs and their culture. ‘Dusty Boots’ is not a holiday, or
about individuals, or for groups to present their own program that may not be relevant to the local
community. It is about engaging with the locals, finding out their needs and supporting them through
running children’s activities, doing maintenance on the church or local properties or undertaking any day
to day requirements that the BCA Field Staff or Christian workers need to be supported.
It also is about being prepared prior to arriving at the rural community. Team building and training
sessions enable the team to get to know their gifts and abilities and also get to know each other better
before embarking to an unknown area. If the team is going to an Indigenous area, training in their culture
and issues prior to arriving is essential. If going to a remote town like Tibooburra, understanding the
shopping, transport and medical issues are imperative. People who live in rural communities love their
community because of its remoteness and limited accessibility. People coming from city communities can
have difficulty in accepting this way of life. ‘Dusty Boots’ is an opportunity to have a glimpse at what rural
life is like and accept being a part of the remoteness and limits for a short while. Training sessions are
good times to undertake some fundraising events to assist in meeting the costs for the trip as well as
purchasing materials for the service activities. The service trip should in no way be a financial burden on
the rural community or BCA Field Staff that you are visiting.
It is suggested that the Team participants be in at least Year 10 and above. (that is 15 to 17 years and
older). This will ensure that the work can be undertaken by students who are more mature to cope with
the different service work activities. It is a good idea to only have approximately 20 students on the Team
and at least 3 to 4 teachers or adults. It is often difficult to find accommodation in rural towns for groups
any larger than this. The issue of transport can also be a problem if the groups are too large.
The aim is to always remember to go in quietly, do what needs to be done in the town or the church, and
then just quietly leave again!
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Chapter 2
GETTING STARTED
The decisions on getting your Dusty Boots Trip started are exciting and critical to its success and smooth
organisation. It is critical that you confirm each of the following steps before you can promote your trip!
Never assume and make sure that each step is confirmed in writing!
1. Where to go?
Check out the BCA website http://bushchurchaid.com.au for mission locations. Look at each
location and see if it is a suitable location to take your group. Alternatively someone you know
may recommend a location for your group to go. In order to determine suitability for your
particular group, contact in the first instance, should be made with the BCA Regional Officer in
your State.

2. When to go?
As you confirm the location, decide when you want to go. Remember if you are going to North
West Australia, Northern Territory or northern Queensland anytime between October and March it
will mean the Wet Season and so the heat and cyclones will be an issue. Going to Victoria or
Tasmania in the winter months may limit the service activities which you can undertake. Confirm
with the worker at the location that the dates are suitable.

3. How to get there?
Then investigate the methods of transport. For example: going to Broken Hill – travelling by train
and then hiring a mini bus may prove the best option; going to Gilgandra – travelling by mini bus
and cars may be the best way. Get confirmation of transport type and costs for your group.

4. Where to stay?
Rural towns have limited accommodation. There may be cabins at caravan parks, or a local
hostel in town, or the group may be able to use the local church or community hall, or depending
upon the time of year, use tents. Investigate the options through the travel sites on the internet or
contact the local council or shire. Ensure that there are suitable male / female areas and cooking
facilities / area. Get confirmation of accommodation type and costs for your group.

5. What to do?
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This will depend upon the age of your students and the skills of the adults. Any work that is done
should firstly be recommended by the BCA Field Staff or Worker in the town. Remember that your
group is there to support not do work that you think would be needed or good for the Workers or
for the town. Confirm with the Field Staff or Worker a list of the services that are required

6. Who to take?
The group will depend upon where you are going – that is, the remoteness and type of the work
activities. Before you promote the trip decide how many staff and students and if you require any
other adults to assist the group to undertake the service activities.

7. How much will it cost?
The overall budget will depend upon the time you spend away. We usually recommend 7 to 10
days as this gives the group a great taste of rural community and time to get some great service
projects completed. Complete an estimate by costing the accommodation, transport (vehicles and
fuel), food (at present it costs around $15-$20 per day, per person), and materials required for the
service activities (such as craft, paint, building and landscaping supplies). The Worker at your
location should not incur any of the costs of the group and your visit. In fact if there is any money
left over it is recommended that you donate this to the location and its ministry or to its parent
organisation (BCA).
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Chapter 3
DUSTY BOOTS at a Glance
1. Approval


Seek approval for the Trip at least 12 months prior to leaving to ensure security of
date and staffing etc.



Cost estimates for food, transport and accommodation should be obtained for final
approval and to be included in school / church calendar (see Chapter 2 – Getting
started)



Book transport, now if possible (flights, trains, etc.) (see Chapter 2 – Getting started)


2. Expressions of Interest


At least 6 months prior



Cost estimates are needed from the Approval



Schools will need to work out how to select students for the trip if numbers are more
than can attend
o Run a promotion night or afternoon to advertise the trip (see Chapter 9 –
Promoting the trip)
o Select students (see Chapter 5 – Choosing the Team)
o Obtain deposits from participants to hold place on trip


3. Documentation


All adults must have their ‘Working with Children check’ completed (school staff
should have this already) (see Chapter 4 – Making sure you are covered)



Travel documents – tickets, booking reference etc.



Insurance (see Chapter 4 – Making sure you are covered)
o Confirm what school / church insurance will cover
o Recommend personal insurance for each participant
o Check reciprocal ambulance arrangements (this will depend upon the state
you are in and going to)
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Complete first aid (choose first aid / medical officer) and risk assessments (see
Chapter 4 – Making sure you are covered)



Issue ‘Permission to use photography’ forms (see Chapter 4 – Making sure you are
covered)


4. Planning / Training


2 to 3 months in lead up to trip



In consultation with BCA Field Staff organise service groups (children, landscaping,
maintenance) to match the Field Staff’s needs and cooking service group (see
Chapter 5 – Choosing the Team & Chapter 6 – Getting service teams organised)
o Service groups construct safe work practice documents (see Chapter 10 –
Cooking service group, Chapter 11 – Children’s service group, Chapter 12 –
Landscaping and Maintenance service group)



Undertake an orientation about the environment of trip location (see Chapter 13 –
Team training)
o Location e.g. isolation
o Culture e.g. Indigenous, mining, aged.



Produce Daily Schedules / Trip Journal (see Chapter 7 – Designing the daily
schedule)



Run fundraising events as part of team building exercise (see Chapter 9 – Promoting
the trip)



Organise staff to undertake devotions (see Chapter 7 – Designing the daily schedule)



Organise activities for non-service work time (see Chapter 8 – Not all work)



Outline expectations of team (see Chapter 5 – Choosing the Team & Chapter 6 –
Getting service teams organised)



Some isolated locations will require food to be ordered and sent in prior (e.g.
Tibooburra) (see Chapter 10 – Cooking service group)
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5. Before you go


Have all travel documents / booking references



Hand out ‘What to take’ lists (see Chapter 7 – Designing the daily schedule)



Hand out ‘Prayer slips’ to parents, school staff or church members (see Chapter 9 –
Promoting the Trip)



Complete menus / shopping lists



Complete tools required / supplies lists



Print and take copies of:
o Trip Journal
o Supplies / Tools list
o Health / Medical forms for each participant
o Encouragement sheets (see Chapter 7 – Designing the daily schedule)
o Feedback forms (see Chapter 7 – Designing the daily schedule)


6. After the Trip


Within 4 weeks (or ASAP) send a report with photographs to BCA (see Chapter 14 –
Reporting and thinking beyond the trip)
o Ensure all participants in photos have given permission for use



Give out ‘Certificate of Recognition to participants (see Chapter 14 – Reporting and
thinking beyond the trip)



Encourage long term support of BCA and future Dusty Boots Trips
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Chapter 4
MAKING SURE YOU ARE COVERED
– Finance, Insurance, First Aid, Risk Assessment and Protection
Finance


All monies for budgeting, deposits, booking, etc., are the responsibility of the school and are to be
undertaken by the school. None of this will be handled by BCA.



Should any monies be left over, it is recommended that these be donated to the work of BCA through
the BCA Head Office, specifying if you wish it to go to the particular Field Staff location.



All equipment and supplies need to be provided and paid for by the Team.



It is recommended that during the training, a team-building, fund-raising event is held (e.g. cake stall,
car wash) as it is also an excellent way to assist in funds for the Trip.

Insurance


Insurance is the complete responsibility of the School. BCA is not liable or responsible for insurance
or any related issue.



Additional individual insurance (e.g. accident, health or travel) is recommended for remote locations
or for individual needs.

First Aid and Risk Assessment


Ensure that a staff member takes on the role as the first aid officer



Take a first aid kit with you and ensure that a kit will be at each service work site



Health and medical forms should be completed for each student and adult and then taken on the trip
with you



Ensure that a risk assessment is undertaken by the team prior to the trip and then updated before
undertaking any work. Some samples of risk assessment can be found in the Schedule Trip Journal
on the BCA website



Ensure that dietary requirements and any allergies are catered for.

Protection - Adult helpers working with children


All adults (staff and any other adults) need to have “Working with children checks” completed.



Check with the BCA Field Staff if they require sighting the documentation for the completed “Working
with children checks”.
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All adults need to understand that they are part of the Team and need to comply with and actively
support the decision made by the staff member in charge.



The decision of the staff member-in-charge should be final.

Protection – Photographs and Videoing


Ensure that the leaders have written permission to use photos for publicity for the school as well as
for BCA to use in their magazines.

Protection – Personal and Health Information


Forms for personal and health information requirements well depend on the School or Church and
are essential for every team (student and adult) member. These forms are very important and should
be taken on the trip by the adult who has responsibility for medication and health issues.

Finally check the requirements with your School or Church what is required for trips as each
school and organisation is different!
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Chapter 5
CHOOSING THE TEAM

When the location, dates, transport, and accommodation have been confirmed, the work on choosing the
team is based on the service group activities. These may include the following:


Children’s work – craft and sport with devotional and singing time.



Maintenance work – at nominated local homes, community areas or at the church – including
painting, cleaning, fly screen mending, minor repairs.



Landscaping and gardening work—at nominated local homes, community areas or at the church
– including fencing, weeding, garden repairs, etc.



Cooking for the team – preparing menus, meals and doing the shopping for the team’s breakfast,
lunch and dinner.

Overall it is recommended that all the team members need to:


Be prepared to work together (staff, students and any other adults)



Be flexible



Be adaptable



Be service focussed – this is not a school excursion or a place to be entertained



Be good stewards



Wear sensible and task related clothing (No special printed team Tee-shirts)



For students usually from Years 10 and 11, who are able to show self-control and some maturity
so as to benefit from the entire program



Be wanting to participate in a short-term mission



Be willing to live in a Christian community environment



Participate in the Program and attend the whole trip



Have the ability at night to understand the importance of rest and respect for others



Be able to provide their own suitable recreational and leisure activities for the group



Remember that the trip is about service not about entertainment

In addition :


The Leader is to be a practising Christian with the ability to lead a Christian community on a shortterm mission.
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It is not necessary for all participants to be Christians but the trip is an opportunity for the
Christians (staff and students) to put their faith into action and for non-Christians (staff and
students) to experience service and life with a Christian organisation.



A manageable sized group consists of approximately 15-20 students with a minimum of 3-4 staff
which will ensure that limitations on accommodation, transport, service activities can be effectively
met.



All adults to have “Working with Children Check” completed.



To promote the on-going work of Bush Church Aid of Australia (BCA).

It is also important that the leaders and adults involved in the ‘Dusty Boots” Team understand the
responsibilities in leading the Team. The following are recommended:
School staff / Adult leaders
1. Comply with the ethos of BCA (see APPENDIX A)
2. Ensure the group is self-sufficient and able to adjust work / service so as not to interfere with the
daily routine of the BCA Field Staff
3. Ensure the group is self-funded – that is: to pay for all equipment, supplies, materials, transport,
accommodation, food, etc.
4. Arrange for the supply of all necessary tools and supplies for the agreed work
5. Actively support the Gospel when working and during the entire length of the Trip
6. Are responsible for all participants, finances, insurance, etc. and for all final arrangements of the
Trip.
7. Supervise students at all times – service work as well as at recreational / leisure times.
8. Ensure that all adults have completed “Working with children checks”.
9. Ensure that BCA is mentioned in all your Trip material.
10. Provide a report and photos within 1 month of the end of the trip to BCA for publication in BCA or
related media

BCA Field Staff
1. Are under no obligation or requirement to lead the groups as this is undertaken by the Dusty
Boots Service Team’s Leader.
2. Are not required to provide accommodation, transport, or food.
3. Identify the areas of service for the Team to undertake in the areas of Gospel work with local
children and maintenance/landscaping work.
4. Provide an outline of the service work that is required to be undertaken and completed by the
Team.
5. Provide and then commit to agreed dates for the Trip to the Team.
6. Make arrangements for a contact person if the BCA Field Staff are not available during the Trip
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7. Ensure adults at your location working with the Team have “Working with children checks”
completed and validated.
Chapter 6
GETTING THE SERVICE TEAMS ORGANISED

It is recommended to have 3 groups to work either independently or to lead all the team in each work
service activity. This will depend upon the location and ratio of staff to student numbers.
Suggested roles and responsibilities of Service Groups:
1. Children’s Service Group
a. 1 staff member
b. Minimum of 4 students
c. Examples of activities: craft, sport, games, Bible talk, drama, songs/singing or work in
local school
d. Examples of locations: Church or Community Hall, School property, local park

2. Maintenance and Landscaping Service Group
a. 2 staff members – NOTE: their skills will determine the type of work which can be
undertaken for the service!
b. Minimum of 8 students
c. Undertake own Workplace Health and Safety / Risk Assessment
d. Create own work details program in line with work identified by BCA field staff
e. Organise equipment to take or to have ready at site
f.

Supply any materials and equipment needed

g. Examples of locations: Local parks, Church or School buildings or grounds, private
individuals properties
h. Examples of work: gardening in local parks, Church, school or private properties;
cleaning; restoring pews or furniture; painting pergolas, windows, doors; sanding and
painting preparation; paving; installing garden watering systems, replacing fly screens,
mulching gardens, building garden beds, planting trees/shrubs.
3. Cooking Service Team
a. 1 staff member
b. Minimum of 3 students
c. Menu planning
d. Shopping
e. Organising cooking equipment and supplies to take or have on site
f.

Making and supervising meals
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g. Organising orderlies
h. Understanding of cleanliness and dietary requirement issues
Chapter 7
DESIGNING THE DAILY SCHEDULE
-

Photographs and Videoing; Trip Journal; Devotions; Debriefing; Last Night; and ‘What to
bring!’

A great way to design the Schedule is by keeping the ‘Dusty Boots Program” format and then add your
own items. This can be created into a journal for everyone to use throughout the whole trip. Students can
help design the cover appropriate to their location and team.
Photographs and Videoing
It is great to have a couple of students and staff in charge of taking photographs and/or videoing. These
can be used to reflect on the day as well as being used for reporting when the Trip is finished!

Daily Schedule
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see samples of complete Trip
Journals from Wickham and Broken Hill

It is recommended that the Daily Schedule is produced as a Trip Journal for each participant. The journal
should contain the daily schedule for every day, including the daily devotion, meal orderly rosters, Work
Health and Safety considerations and space to write reflections.
Participants must be aware that the schedule may need to be altered once the trip is underway. Changes
to scheduling will need to be communicated at the end of the debriefing session as part of the planning
for the next day.
The design of the cover for the Trip Journal can become a task for a creative / digitally confident
participant as a part of the training sessions.
It is best to hand out the journals when the trip is underway. This will avoid them being left at home.
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This is a sample of 3 days from the Trip Journal for Wickham (WA). It shows Day 1, a Work day and the
Last day of the trip before travelling home.

Schedule for Service Trip to WICKHAM
DAY 1
Location
PAC
Sydney Airport
Perth Airport

Times
Leave 3.30am
Book in 5am
Flight leaves 6am
Arrive 9.30am
Flight leaves 3pm
Arrive 5pm

Activity
Travel
Travel

Arrive – meet the Goscombe family
Food Shopping
Wickham
6pm
Organisation and Orientation time
Settle into accommodation
7.30pm
DINNER*
8.30pm
Devotion
Team meeting / Team building
Bed
*Orderlies required 15 minutes before and after meals
DAILY DEVOTION:
Mrs. Stubbs
“Offer your bodies as living sacrifices…if it is service, let him serve” Rom.12: 1,7
Karratha

WORK DAY
Location
Wickham

Times
7am
7.30am
8am

Activity
Cooks / Orderlies preparation
Breakfast*
Make and take own lunch
Take morning tea
Briefing for the day
8.45am
Leave for service
9am
Service activity
Morning Tea and Lunch at activity
4pm
Service activity finishes
Afternoon Tea
-------------------Free time
5.30pm
Writing of reflections
6.30pm
DINNER*
8pm
Devotion
Team meeting
Bed
*Orderlies required 15 minutes before and after meals
DAILY DEVOTION:
Ms. Hazell
“Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you know that testing
of your faith develops perseverance” James 1:2-3
LAST DAY (Also this happened to be a Sunday)
Location
Wickham

Times
7am
7.30am
8am
9am
12.30

Activity
Cooks / Orderlies preparation
Breakfast*
Briefing for the day
Church activities
Lunch*
Community Farewell
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-------------5.30pm
6.30pm
8pm

Free time / PACKING
Writing of reflections
DINNER*
Devotions
Team meeting
Team Final Reflections
Evaluation
Bed
*Orderlies required 15 minutes before and after meals
DAILY DEVOTION:
Mr. Stubbs
“The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective” James 5:16

The Schedule includes:


Devotions
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see a list of all the
recommended devotions

Devotions are to be an encouragement for the end of each day, usually after dinner, as everything has
been done and there are no more distractions. They are Biblically-based with a progression and reflection
of how people may be feeling at each stage during the service week
These should go for about 10 minutes with the reading and a short explanation and testimony by the
leader of that day.
It is usually best if these devotions are shared between the staff and other adults so that the students can
hear something of the staff’s faith and life’s journey.



Debriefing

After Devotions, it is good to have the debriefing session to reflect on the day and then prepare for the
next day. It doesn’t have to be too intense, just a catch up and a discussion about great things that have
happened or things that are in need of attention.
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The Last Night

On the last night, after the debriefing session, participants are recommended to complete

“Encouragement sheets”

and “Feedback forms”

.

The Promotion of the work of BCA to participants is also recommended. This is to ensure that the
experience of the trip can live on. Please encourage Team members to either keep in touch via BCA
Facebook and the BCA Website, or be involved in future BCA fundraising and events.
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see these sheets and forms
in PDF format. These can be printed for each Team member.



Encouragement sheets

These sheets need to be printed and taken on the trip. The name of each participant, including the adults,
should be written on the top of each. It is recommended that you take spare sheets to add the names of
BCA Field Staff or other local people who have been involved with the team.
On the last night after the devotions the sheets should be spread out over tables. Each participant is
asked to write a sentence of ENCOURAGEMENT on EVERY sheet. It should be stressed that this is a
quiet, individual activity. There should be no writing of silly or derogatory comments and they should
avoid looking at their own sheet. Depending on the size of the group this can take some time. It is then
recommended to give these out on the journey home. If given out on that night, participants tend to get
distracted by reading them rather than spending time together as a Team. These sheets are a very
special reminder of the Trip. The BCA Field Staff or other local people who have assisted the team can
be given their encouragement forms on this night.


Feedback forms

These forms need to be printed and taken with you on the trip. They should be completed at the end of
the Trip by each participant. A suggestion is to hand each participant their Encouragement Sheet AFTER
they have completed the Feedback Form. These forms are invaluable when compiling your report for
your school, church or BCA.
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What to take
NOTE: All belongings (including any valuable items) brought on the Service Trip are the responsibility of
the owner and not of the Bush Church Aid Society of Australia or the school.
In small personal backpack (this will be kept under your seat while travelling!):
 Water bottle (labelled)
 Lunch box (labelled) with food for 1st day (lunch box will also be used for lunches during the Trip)
 Hand sanitiser wash (small bottle)
 Sunglasses
 Sun block
 Hat
 Insect repellent
 Tissues
 Misc. items * (phones, iPods, games etc.)
 Book/magazine
 Money * ($50? - only needed for small items e.g. washing machine/dryer, snack foods, souvenir
items?)
 Rain jacket
 Warm jacket
In a bag (max. size = 600l x 300w x 350h) for the trailer if using mini bus:
 Toiletries (soap, shampoo, razors, toothbrush, toothpaste etc.)
 Towel
 Flannelette shirt or working clothes for maintenance/landscaping team- (these will get dirty and
probably get paint on them)
 Working gloves for maintenance/landscaping team
 Joggers/boots (solid leather type material – not canvas - preferably dusty!)
 Thongs
 General clothing for warm weather (shirts, shorts, jumpers, jeans, socks, underwear, etc.)
 Torch and batteries
 Beanie, scarf, gloves for cold nights
 Bible, notebook and pens
 Dirty clothes bag
 Cutlery, Plate, Bowl, Cup (all labelled – not disposable) in a small draw-string bag
 Tea towel (labelled)
Keep separate:
 Sleeping bag
 Pillow
 Pillowcase
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Chapter 8
NOT ALL WORK
– Designing the non-service time
Even though the ‘Dusty Boots” trip is not a holiday it is great to still schedule in some time to get to know
the area, each other and rest! Here are some examples on how this can be achieved.

Day 1 – Orientation
It is recommended that on the first day you ask the BCA Field Staff to find some time to talk to the Team
about the issues in the town and the aspects of the work. It is also a good idea to drive or walk around the
town and see where things are. Participants are then able to discuss any issues at the debriefing session
that night. If the Team is running a children’s program this is a good time to hand out leaflets around town
about the sessions.
Cultural awareness
If you are going to an Indigenous location –try to arrange time to spend at a local Indigenous site. e.g. in
Mogo, NSW, team members went and saw fishing and rock art; in Wickham (WA) they went out to the “5
mile community” to learn about cooking, initiation, and other aspects of culture.

Tourist sights
After the work is completed, try to have one day for down time.
e.g.: camping out, swimming or going to the movies and shopping. Groups have stopped at Dubbo Zoo
on returning from Broken Hill or Gilgandra, or from Broken Hill gone out to Silverton. The Gilgandra group
went to the Warrumbungle National Park.

Night-time activities
No night-time activities are in the daily schedule as participants are usually tired after the work but
sometimes between work and dinner they play football, board games, etc. There may be times when
something is on in the town that they can attend - e.g. in Tibooburra everyone went to the outdoor drivein.

It is important to remember that the non-service activities are not the focus of the trip but rather
they enhance the Trip.
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Chapter 9
PROMOTING THE TRIP

The promotion of the trip can be undertaken through Information Sessions held at your school or church,
on a night or afternoon to explain to students, parents and staff about the Dusty Boots Program.
This is the opportunity to promote BCA and the Dusty Boots Program, the location of the service trip,
service groups, accommodation, transport, cost, etc.
It is recommended that on the night t your school / group has a prepared “Participant Agreement form”.
This will ensure that the participant understands what is required and then the participant should be given
a time limit to return forms to indicate their interest. Students involved in Duke of Edinburgh or other
community service groups may show particular interest. Schools may need to determine how the
participants will be selected in the event especially if the student interest is greater than can be
accommodated. Bigger is not better for this program as it needs to be manageable.
A PowerPoint presentation is available for you to use for this purpose. Please contact the Dusty Boots
Program Co-ordinator. You may also wish to have a Representative of BCA speak at this event. Their
contact details are as follows:
DUSTY BOOTS PROGRAM COORDINATORS:
Beth Hazell
Phone: 0438 691 363
Email: b.hazell@bushchurchaid.com.au
Robert and Jenny Stubbs
Phone: 0407 282 657
Email: rj.stubbs@bushchurchaid.com.au
REGIONAL OFFICES:
New South Wales / ACT
Level 7, 37 York Street,
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: +61 2 9262 5017
Fax: +61 2 9262 5020
Email: nsw@bushchurchaid.com.au
Victoria
PO Box 281
Heidelberg VIC 3084
Phone 03 9457 7556
Fax 03 9457 7610
Email: vic@bushchurchaid.com.au
Tasmania
63 Belar Street
Howrah Tas 7018
Phone 03 6244 5098
Email: tas@bushchurchaid.com.au

Western Australia
c/- GPO Box W2067
Perth WA 6846
Phone 1300 554 025 or 0428 288 473
Email: wa@bushchurchaid.com.au
South Australia / NT
35 Whitmore Square,
Adelaide, SA 5000
Phone 1300 733 706 (local call
costs) 08 8351 5950
Email: sa@bushchurchaid.com.au
Queensland / Northern New South Wales
PO Box 6565
Upper Mt Gravatt QLD 4122
Tel: +61 7 3349 9081
Fax: +61 7 3849 7927
Email: qld@bushchurchaid.com.au
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Prayer Slips
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see a sample Prayer Slip for
your use

It is important for your Team to be covered by prayer. Your School and Church as well as parents and
friends may want to pray for your Team. The production of prayer slips will enable them to know what and
who to pray for. Prayer slips should be completed and distributed within the school to staff, participant’s
friends and to families and churches prior to the trip.

Fundraising
In order to assist in raising funds for the trip it is recommended to undertake a task in the Training that will
also include a team building exercise. We recommend that cake stalls, car washes, sausage sizzles, etc.,
are great ways to plan, advertise and work together as a team before the trip. They also inform others
about what you are going to be doing.

Logo
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) the Logo

When putting out any newsletters about your trip or putting together any promotional material you are
welcome to use the Dusty Boots Logo.
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Chapter 10
COOKING SERVICE GROUP

The Cooking Team do not have to be Master Chefs but at least the leader needs prior knowledge of what
is required in menu planning and the purchase and cooking of food. We recommend the use of the
Scripture Unions’ Ministry to the Interior. This publication gives insight to portions and shopping for large
groups.
The whole Team need to have an understanding of the importance of cleanliness and dietary requirement
issues. These should then be impressed upon the whole Team for health reasons.
It is recommended that shopping be done locally as it is a way that the Team can support the local
economy. Often shopping lists can be faxed or emailed to the local supermarket or general store prior to
the trip which will save time and ensure availability of the items when the Team arrives, especially fresh
items such as milk, bread, fruit and vegetables.
Depending on the accommodation, check to see what cooking equipment is available as this will impact
upon what you will be able to cook. It is always recommended to keep the menu very simple!
The Cooking Team are to supervise all the meals and organise the orderlies. Some timesaving options
are recommended like all the team members making their own lunches on the morning before going to
their service activity. This gives the Cooking Team a break and time to go shopping or prepare the
evening meal.

Menu
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see a sample Menu

Participants can suggest menus but it should be up to the leader of this service group to make final
decisions. Local shopping issues and storage will impact on this. Also keep in mind that in some remote
locations food will need to be ordered prior to the trip and delivery organised.
It is best to keep the menu planning and cooking simple and not try to do more cooking than is
necessary. Many locations will have limited cooking facilities. This will need to be determined in the early
planning of the trip.
If the team is cooking all meals a rough guide is to allow $15 - $20 per day per participant for 3 meals per
day made up of:
Breakfast:

Cereal, toast, juice, milk

Lunch:

Sandwiches, cold drink and fruit (make and pack after breakfast)
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Dinner:

Cooked meal such as spaghetti bolognaise or BBQ sausages, salad and bread with fruit
and light dessert.

Chapter 11
CHILDREN’S SERVICE GROUP

The Children’s Service Group should have interest in working with young children and have some prior
ideas about craft, sport, games, Bible talk, drama, songs/singing. They will need to be flexible as the
activity may take place in a park, hall or the local school.
Children’s Program
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see a sample Children’s
Program

What happens in the children’s program very much depends on where it is happening, the length of time
available and the skills of the group leading the program.
You will need to take all the equipment and supplies for the sport, games, craft, etc. Do not assume that
these items will be available at the local shops, as they probably will not! Be prepared by asking the
worker at the location the number of children expected and their age range. Alternatively, you need to
decide who your group can cater for – that is Preschool and Primary or Teenagers?
The best advice is:
1. Keep craft activities simple and have a practice during the training in a way that mimics facilities
that will be available during the trip. Think about environmental issues such as access to water,
tables and dealing with windy conditions which may impact on the success of the craft.
2. The group leader (adult) must take responsibility for the Biblical content of any talk or skit
prepared by students.
3. Participants must take care of the safety of children when playing games or sports. These must
be supervised by the adult leader.
4. A craft activity which has been very successful for the beginning of a children’s program has been
the making of headbands where the child’s name is painted or written on the headband (see
photo on front cover). This helps participants to learn names and the children have really liked the
idea. They can then be worn to each session.
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Chapter 12
LANDSCAPING and MAINTENANCE SERVICE GROUP

This group is the most labour intensive of all the groups because they are usually unable to prepare or
practise before they go.
The work details should be outlined by the worker at the location – that is: gardening in local parks,
Church, school or private properties; cleaning; restoring pews or furniture; painting pergolas, windows,
doors; sanding and painting preparation; paving; installing garden watering systems, replacing flyscreens,
tree or shrub planting, building garden beds.
The work will depend upon the skills of the adults who will lead the group. The tasks should be easy to
train the participants on site.
Before leaving ensure that all equipment and supplies are organised – either by taking them with you or
by having them already organised before you arrive. The cost and organisation of the equipment and
supplies should be the responsibility of the Team and not of the BCA Field Staff or Worker at the location.
In their training session, the service group should undertake their own Workplace Health and Safety/Risk
Assessment and then review it once on site. Samples such as these below from a Broken Hill trip can be
found on the BCA website in the sample Journals.
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Chapter 13
TEAM TRAINING

Training should be undertaken by the School with the leader and students and where possible, any adults
who will be on the Trip.
Training will enable the group to prepare for the service trip. It is recommended a total of 8 hours will
cover the preparation required. This could be undertaken over 2 afternoons (approximately 4 hours each)
or 4 afternoons (approximately 2 hours each).
This will allow the group to bond together both as a whole Team and in their individual service groups.
Training
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see a sample Training
Package

Training is a very important element of the preparation for the trip. The training package attached has
been designed for four (4) sessions of 2 hours in the months prior to the trip.
At the beginning of the training the leader should give participants an introduction to the area they are
going to, what they would expect to see and do. Depending on the location it may be necessary to
include aspects of the culture of the region to ensure the team fits in easily to the local community. For
some locations an insight into Indigenous culture and contemporary issues will be necessary to ensure
that participants are able to identify how their behaviour and body language may inadvertently create
barriers. Advice on this can be provided if necessary by BCA.
During the training participants should be divided into their groups by the Team Leader after evaluating
their interests and abilities for the service trip. Then the teacher assigned to each group should guide
rather than take charge. This is a leadership development aspect of the BCA Dusty Boots Program and
can be very valuable to students. Each group should be encouraged to take ownership of the planning for
their task, identifying equipment and supplies needed, writing a Workplace Health and Safety Policy, and
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writing a work plan or program. These plans, especially any work safety plans, could become part of the
participant’s Trip Journal. Each group should report back to the whole team at the end of each training
session as often students will be able to be involved in the activities of other groups if circumstances
permit.
One way to build team cohesion, especially if the participants haven’t worked together prior to this, is for
the team to run a student led fund raising activity. This could be any activity such as a cake stall, BBQ or
a car wash. It is important that participants rather than leaders take charge. Leaders can use this activity
to observe the dynamics of the team, those who are the natural leaders, those who don’t participate fully,
or those who don’t work well together.
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Chapter 14
REPORTING AND THINKING BEYOND THE TRIP

So what happens when it’s all over?
Most groups want to do it again! Use your feedback forms to decide if you were happy with the location
and achievement of the service work goals. You may need to tweak it a bit and then start planning for the
following year and build up a real partnership with the local rural community.

Certificates of Recognition
Please go to BCA web page (http://bushchurchaid.com.au/) to see a sample Certificate

When arriving back at School or Church it is great to recognise the participants. Certificates can be
presented to them at an Assembly or when you have the opportunity to undertake a presentation of any
videos and photos.

Reporting
Your School or Church will probably need a report on the Trip and perhaps an Assembly to communicate
with the rest of the School or Church about the Trip. This is a good time to use the photographs and video
footage as well as a few personal interviews.
Also please send a report to BCA! This is the only way that BCA will find out about your trip and the
service that it has provided to this rural community. BCA may then ask you to be a part of an article in
their quarterly Real Australian magazine or other Christian magazines.

Beyond the Trip – supporting BCA and Rural Australia
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So many students have had their taste of rural life and some see a future for them. There have been
students who have gone on to work in Indigenous communities, or use their professional skills, such as
nursing, teaching, and engineering, to work in rural Australia.
BCA would also like your continued support – as mentioned on the information for the Last Night. Please
encourage your team members to join the Facebook page or become a supporter and receiver regular
prayer notes and information about what BCA is doing in rural Australia.
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APPENDIX A
THE BUSH CHURCH AID SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA
What we do
BCA shares the gospel, builds up the church, and cares for people all around Australia. According to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics definitions, our Field Staff serve in regional and remote parts of Australia.
Locals in these places are removed from cities, live in sparsely populated towns (sometimes as small as
a few hundred people), and often don’t benefit from strong support networks of family and friends.
Churches in these areas can struggle, ongoing fellowship can be hard to maintain, and encouragement
can become a rarity.
With a particular heart for such people, BCA, in conjunction with the various Anglican Dioceses of
Australia, places Field Staff, Co-Workers and Affiliates across the continent. Whether working as pastors,
teachers, evangelists, chaplains or nurses, Field Staff bring evangelism, encouragement and ministry to
people in all corners of the country. It is our deep desire and prayer that people throughout Australia
would bow their knee to Jesus, be transformed by God’s word, and live their lives to His glory.

Vision
BCA has a priority in mission to the isolated, remote urban and rural people of Australia.
BCA's purpose is:


to proclaim Christ so that people may respond to him;



to nurture Christians in their faith and ministry;



to strengthen local Christian communities in their mission;



to provide services of Christian care and advocacy;



to develop an understanding of Christ's mission and



to promote active partnership throughout the church.

BCA orders its life and ministry:


by prayer for God's help and the Holy Spirit's guidance;



by the vision, wisdom, authority and encouragement of Scripture;



by humility, servant hood and fellowship with the church in mission;



by interdependent relationships with Diocesan Bishops;



by providing pastoral care and professional development for staff and



by responsible management of its resources.
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BCA fulfils its mission as the people of Australia are given the opportunity to know and love the Lord
Jesus Christ, trust in His promises, respond to Him in obedience, reflect His character in their lives, be
committed to His church and live out His purposes in the world.
(Source: The Bush Church Aid Society of Australia. [online] www.bushchurchaid.com.au (visited 9.1.13)
Please access details of current BCA Supported Ministries at www.bushchurchaid.com.au
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APPENDIX B
TESTIMONALS

PENRITH ANGLICAN COLLEGE
After the first trip to Tibooburra in July 2008:
Student and adult members of the Program were impacted in a variety of ways.
Miki Coleman, a student member of 2008 trip to Tibooburra reflects on her time in the town. “The full
extent of what the little white and grey church in the red dust town had done to the community will never
be known, but for the individuals of the program, precious and unfathomable rewards have been reaped.
For 9 days of a year given over, primarily, to serving oneself, 30 people experienced what it was: ‘To
serve others. To serve a community. To serve Christ’.”
Tony McKechnie, an adult member of the same Trip says that as “We now reflect back on this special
event in our lives, one that cannot be explained. There were many hurdles throughout, however Rob
Stubbs continually reminded us that God wanted us there and God would ensure we arrived safely. As a
group we shared time together openly praying that we would complete the service trip as planned. To
watch and see the answer to our prayers in action for nine days was amazing. Once could be a
coincidence - but across the full nine days - God was with us all the way. Tibooburra will forever hold a
special place for us.”

TONY CUMMINGS, Shellharbour Anglican College (2012)
Service learning on a budget
Independent schooling is a new concept to most of our families as they enrol their children; service
learning is just one more unknown. As we opened our doors in 2004 with 93 students K-7 we took the
well worn option of worthwhile but easy charities that didn’t undo all our hard work in establishing our
uniform code. Bandannas and sunnies and red noses helped house groups grapple with thinking beyond
themselves.
In 2008 the focus of our annual staff conference was service learning which, to be honest, was also new
for a number of staff. Dr Tim Wright from Shore brought a small group to share the underlying principles
and practices of service learning at a school just a couple of years further down the track than ours. For
me, my hope was that sharing their journey would inspire rather than instruct. Our community context
would always necessitate that our journey would be different in practice.
As classroom teachers in the Junior School and Heads of Houses in the Senior School embraced the
principles, the easier options were seen less frequently as students were encouraged to give of
themselves and not just their loose change. Seeing a class of six year olds carrying a bucket of water up
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our site which has long been deserted by any self respecting mountain goat is well worth the entrance
fee. It helped them grapple with the reality of daily life for the village children they were supporting.
As we’ve grown the introduction of servant leadership for students has been a natural progression and
readily accepted by the students and generally by the families of the College. The establishment of an
annual service learning trip has been a little more of a challenge.
As Head of a low fee school with a demographic struggling with the financial expectations of independent
schooling, the very real challenge for me was making sure that the service learning trip did not
marginalise any of our families. That meant service learning on a budget. At a personal level I had
struggled with service learning trips where service has come second to tourism. As things unfolded I
realised that the students expected service not tourism because the foundation had been laid over years.
For some time I had been having conversations with Rob and Jenny Stubbs who oversees a program
called Dusty Boots, under the umbrella of Bush Church Aid. In 2011 the time had come for us to be
connected with a community in NSW, the first step in keeping the cost down. Our contact with a youth
worker/school chaplain in Gilgandra gave our group of sixteen students and six staff a name and a
location for our first service learning adventure.
Once we’d determined that in the four working days available to us we would be painting a house, helping
to establish a community garden and do grounds work at the local aboriginal church and preschool, I set
about the task of engaging community support. A newsletter article had bought the offer of three vehicles
that would carry us, our gear and the necessary hardware. Two out of the three offers included petrol
cards for the vehicles. Tick off one more significant cost.
A number of other College families were generous in their support. An IGA owner offered non perishable
food. A hardware store owner offered paint and equipment. A sports manufacturer offered sporting
equipment for use in the local community.
With each generous donation, the cost to the students came down.
The Saturday trip from Shellharbour to Gilgandra took hours longer than it should have with the obligatory
stops along the way: tourist snaps at the Three Sisters, gentle laps of Mt Panorama and photo
opportunities of scenery worlds away from life in the shadow of the Illawarra escarpment.
After a day in the Warrumbungle National Park we swelled the numbers at the little aboriginal church that
evening.. From Monday to Thursday we worked long days. We painted the house in coastal colours (their
choice not ours). We attacked lantana and established new gardens. We cleaned and mowed and
developed blisters on our blisters. We slept soundly and woke each day to crystal clear skies and Easter
frosts that brought back memories of 26 years teaching in country towns.
The Op Shop didn’t know what had hit it and the fish and chip shop, IGA and butcher benefited from 16
hungry adolescents discovering the joys of physical labour.
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As we plan our second trip out in 2012 four of last year’s cohort want to return. I’m hoping that I can fit
them in.
The total cost? I advertised that it would cost be $500 per student. The final cost was $330. The largest
costs were the accommodation and the food we bought locally, although the local butcher was generous
in his discounts once he knew what we were doing in town. Word gets around in a small community.
The cost to students covered a pizza dinner at the local pub and there’s not a risk assessment in
existence that covers this one unless it includes fat intake and the dangers of leaving adolescents alone
with a jukebox.
We dream of overseas trips and that time will come. The emphasis on service will remain. For now, I’m
more than content that service learning continues to grow in this community and, most importantly, the
privilege of service is available to all.
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APPENDIX C
FURTHER RESOURCES

Video clip about BCA

https://vimeo.com/137919727

Video clip about Dusty Boots
http://vimeo.com/61848580
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